Supplemental Digital Content Appendix B: MESH and Other Key Terms used to Search Electronic Databases (MEDLINE, Scopus, CINAHL and Cochrane Library)

Diabetes mellitus; peripheral neuropathy; diabetic foot ulcer (DFU); leg, foot, or toe ulcer; LE wounds; Charcot neuropathic osteoarthropathy; Charcot fracture or foot; neuropathic ulcers; wound healing; risk factors; prevalence and incidence of neuropathic/diabetic disease or disorders; wound assessment; wound classification systems; neurosensory screening (i.e., monofilament, vibration sensation, ankle reflexes, sweat test); perfusion; peripheral arterial disease; noninvasive screening/diagnostic tests (i.e., dermal temperature mapping, infrared dermal thermometer, Doppler ultrasonography, ankle-brachial index [ABI], toe-brachial index [TBI], photoplethysmography [PPG], transcutaneous oxygen measurement [TCOM or TcPO2], magnetic resonance imaging); wound infection; osteomyelitis; culture (i.e., swab, biopsy, or needle aspiration); debridement; topical dressings or bandages; advanced wound dressings; collagen; off-loading; total contact casts; adjunctive therapies (i.e., electrical stimulation, spinal cord stimulation, hyperbaric oxygen, topical negative pressure wound therapy, growth factors); pharmaceutical or nonpharmaceutical pain management; surgical interventions; skin substitutes; tissue and cellular-based products; quality of life; self-care; lifestyle factors (i.e., nutrition, diet, smoking, footwear); cost-effectiveness; and patient education